In the present paper we pose the problem of characterizing the orthogonal polynomials related to the unit circle whose moment functional ~ verify a functional relation of the following type D(q~S¢)+ ~Z,e=0, where q5 and ~b are polynomials with deg ~ = 2 and deg ~ = 1. Two different situations appear depending on whether the roots of q~ are unimodular or not. Here, we solve the last case. Moreover, we analyse the definite positive character of the solutions.
I. Introduction
In the real line the classical orthogonal polynomials are characterized by different equivalent properties among which is the following: Given the functional equation D(~b~)+ ~k~ = 0 where 0 and ~ are polynomials with deg q~ ~ 2 and deg ff = 1, the only regular solutions are the functionals corresponding to the classical families. For these families, the explicit form of ~b and ~9 is as follows:
D( dp LP ) + ~LP = 0 dp In the present paper we pose the same problem on the unit circle ~-of characterizing the orthogonal polynomials whose moment functionals verify this type of functional equation. In this direction we want to point out the characterization of the class (1, 1 ) in [1 1, 13] , that is the study of the solutions of the above functional equation with deg ~b = 1. Therefore, we try to obtain the regular and hermitian functionals 5 ° The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 is devoted to some preliminary results and definitions. In Section 3 we obtain that Eq. (1.1) corresponds to one of the following cases: We restrict ourselves to the first case for which we obtain in Theorem 4 the hermitian solutions. Finally, Section 4 contains the statement of our main results conceming the regularity and positive definite character of these solutions.
Preliminary results
Let A = span{z k, kET/} be the space of the Laurent polynomials and 50 : A ~ C be a regular and hermitian functional. If we denote the moments by 50(z n) = cn for nEY we say In any case we denote Vn ~> 0 E, = An/An-~ with A-I = 1 and by {q~n}~ the monic orthogonal polynomial sequence (MOPS) related to 50. It is well known that {~n}~ satisfies for n >/1 the following recurrence relations:
• .(z) = + (2.1)
• .*(z) = o.*_,(z) + o.(O)zOn_l(z), (2.2)
• n(z) = (1 -+ (2.3) 2 =1<
• *(z) = (1 -I~n(0)l )~_,(z) + ~,(0)~n(z), (2.4) where ~*(z)= zn-~, (1/z) is the reversed polynomial of ~n(z). Next we recall some definitions and results concerning semiclassical functionals. For more details see [10, 8, 2, 13] . Definition 2. Given a regular and hermitian functional A a, we say that Ae is semiclassical if there exist polynomials ~b(z)# 0 and ~b(z) such that the following functional equation holds:
where the derivative operator is defined by
VPEA

D~.~(P(z)) = -iSP(zP'(z)).
This definition is motivated by the differential behaviour of positive measures on the unit circle with respect to the integration on the unit circle. If deg q$(z)= p' and max { p' -1, deg [( p' -1 ) ~b(z ) + i~b(z)] } = q we say that L,e belongs to the class (if, q).
It is obvious that if 5~ belongs to the class (p',q), it also belongs to the class (p' + 1,q + 1). 
Theorem 2. Let 5f be a regular functional verifyin9 D(dp(z)~L~) = ~b(z)Sf. Then the series S(z) = o~ --k
~k:0 ckz satisfies the followin9 differential equation:
where ((z) is a polynomial such that deg ((z)~< max {p',q}. 
The functional equation: Hermitian solutions
The aim of this section is to obtain that Eq. (1.1) corresponds to two different cases depending on whether the roots of ~b are unimodular or not. Here we restrict ourselves to the last case for which we obtain in Theorem 4 the semiclassical solutions. Besides in Theorem 5 and Corollary 1, we prove that these hermitian solutions verify another functional equation which is more convenient for the study of the regularity in the next section. 
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Proof. We denote by 50 a regular and hermitian solution of Eq. (1.1) and by e, its moments. Without loss of any generality we assume that 50 is normalized, i.e., Co = 1.
Since 5 ° is a semiclassical functional, by applying Theorem 1 we get that On the other hand, taking n = 0 in (3.10) and using (3.11) we obtain C(I~I 2 -1) + ~(I/~12 -1))cl = 0, which is equivalent to ~(1~12 -l)= -1 (1~12 -1).
(X Therefore we find either fl~ = 1 with 1c¢1 # 1 or lal = 1.
Next we obtain b0 and b~ in each of the two previous cases: after substitution of cl and (3.14) we find 
as(s -~) (s -~ ) U~(s) -2(~-as2)U(s)
Then the solution is given by
In order that the series converges, we need, depending on the case, ~ or 1/a be a root of the numerator U(s ).
In the first situation we conclude C=( 1 + l al 2 + 41al 4)/a 2 ( 1 + [al 2) and the corresponding moments are given by a n u.--
1+~
Then the functional is regular and the MOPS is 4~(z)= z~-2(z-a)2 for n ~> 2 (see [3] ).
In the second case C = (lal2(4 + lal 2 + [a14))/a2(l + lal e) and the moments are
Then the functional is regular and the MOPS is Tn(Z) = z~-2(z -1/~) 2 for n ~> 2 (see [3] ).
Since both solutions are linearly independent we obtain the general solution of (3.16 
Proof. To obtain the functional equation (3.17) we take into account some results in [3] . 
Then 50 also verifies the followin9 functional equation: 
An inverse problem. Regular solutions
This section contains the statement of our main results: Theorems 6 and 7, in which we analyse the regularity and the positive-definite character of the solutions of the posed problem. it is easy to see that the relation is true for j = 0 and thus we get (2).
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For j/> 1 it holds
=K(A)~9o ( Jĩ=o o~izj-i) "~-~J+lo~ (ll--'~12(z--0~)) •
By substituting K(A) by expression (4.5) and using (1) for j = 0 we finally obtain (3). Besides it is easy to check the equality for j = 0:
=K(A)~o(1)+~L~((!-~)Z(z-~))
(/z'
=5~ -~ (z-cO (z-oOZ(i+ l)o~izj-i +(j+ 2)o~J+l +~ j+z~e -~ i=0
=K(A).~O (i=~o (iq--1)oJzJ-i) "~(jq-2)oj+l~ ((~ --~)2(z--O~)) "~o~J+2~ ((~ --'~)2) •
By using (1) and (2) for j = 0 we get
£~((1-~)2zJ+2) =(j+l)cdK(A)+(-(j+2)~J+2+~J+2)(~2-~2(O))(1-1~12) 2
171~1 ~ '
from which, by using (4. Proof. We distinguish two cases:
(i) We suppose that K(A)~O (or equivalently, 2~A~ 1). We can write for n ~> 3:
4n(Z ) --4n(O~ ) --4t(O~)(Z --0[) = zn_ 2 n--3 (z -~)2 + ~ ~"kzk" k=0
Applying (z -~)2(½ _ ~)2~e to both members we get
K(A)~o (4n(Z) -4n(o~)-4:(o0(z-~)z_j) = [ K(A)
ifj=n-2, (K(A)2nj ifjc{0 ..... n-3}, i.e.,
K(A )
for j : n -2, K(A)2,j for jE{0,...,n--3}.
forj=n-2, L 0 for jE{0,...,n--3}, if we take into account the previous lemma we obtain for jE{0,... ,n --3} In order to obtain ~(z) we need to know q~(~) and q~(~). To solve this problem we proceed in a similar way as before: Since for n ~>3 / n--3
~)n(Z) --~)n (1) __ ~t n (I)(z__ 1)=Z n-2 + Z ]AnkZk
Applying (z-a)2(1/z-g)2~ to both members we get 
S K(A)
for
(z-,) 2
If we compute the sums and make some calculations we get
flDn(Z)--q~ n (~) --CI): (1)(Z--l) :zn_ 2 (Z--1) 2 --lJ~n (~) [(n--2)('~z) n-'
Finally, if we substitute # in (4.13) we obtain (4.8).
(ii) Let us now assume that K(A)= 0 (2~A = 1). Proceeding in the same way as in the previous case we obtain from (4.9) for j6{O,...,n-3}: 
-I~ 2 -42(0)1211 -c~2~-~--0-)lZ((n -2)210¢l 4 -2(n -1)(n -3)10~12 + (n -2)2)[~1 z("-4).
(4.15)
Besides the orthogonal polynomial sequence {~n(z)} related to ~ is 9iven by (4.7) with From the coefficients of z "-~ we deduce 
50((~).(Z)Z -k) = 50(Z n k-2(Z __
0~
50(zn-k-2(Z--O~)2)=50(Z-n÷2+k(!--~) 2)
1 ( The orthogonal polynomials appearing in this theorem coincide with those related to rational modifications of the Lebesgue measure, i.e., orthogonal polynomials with respect to the measure doJ(O)=dO/2rtlz-a12, z=ei0, la ] < 1, which is a semiclassical measure and the corresponding induced functional belongs to the class (2,2) (see [3] ).
It seems natural to ask for the existence of families of semiclassical orthogonal polynomials belonging to the class (2, 2) Putting z = ]~l we can consider ]o~160~2n-7Dn as a product of two polynomials in z as follows:
[Z 2(n+2) + (n -2)z "+3 -(n -2)z "+l -1][z 2(n+2) -(n -2)z "+3 + (n -2)z "+l -1].
We look for the positive roots of the following polynomials: P2n+4(z) =z2(n+2) ~t_ (n -2)z n+3 -(n -2)z n+l -1, Q2n+4(z)-~-Z2(n+2) --(n -2)z "+3 + (n -2)z "+l -l.
By applying Descartes's rules of signs [6] we deduce that the polynomial P2,+4(z) has exactly one positive root z = 1.
Next we analyse the polynomial Q2n+4(2):
Q2n+4 ( 
Rzn+2(z)-z2_ 1
Let us assume that n >_.4 and n is even From the last expression for n=4 we obtain that R14>R12>0 , Vz>I. Proceeding inductively from the recursion relation one easily sees that R2,+2(z)>0, Vz>l and therefore the polynomial Q2,+4(z) ¢ 0, Vz > 0, and z ¢ 1 because if it had one real root lesser than 1 then it would had to have one other larger than 1.
